The first stage of the three stage Delta Model 2914 is the Extended Long Tank Universal Boattail Thor. The liquid propellent capacity is increased and the high performance H-1 main engine developed for the Saturn lB vehicle is adapted to the stage which can be thrust augmented with up to nine strap-on Castor II (TX-M-354-5) solid propellent motors, depending on mission performance requirements. The Delta second stage, recently uprated with a strap-down inertial guidance system and reconfigured to accept a new 2.44 meter diameter metal spacecraft fairing, is now being modified to adapt the liquid propellent Descent Engine from the Apollo Lunar Excursion Module (LEM). In conjunction with the introduction of the LEM engine which replaces the Titan Transtage Engine now in use, several reliability improvements in the second stage hydraulic and pneumatic systems have been incorporated. The Delta third stage is the spin stabilized TE-M-364-4 solid propellent motor.
The Delta Model 2914 is to be available in early 1974, cost about $9 million and capable of injecting 2040 kg into low earth orbit, 705 kg into geosynchronous transfer or escape about 455 kg of payload. The Delta launch vehicle is a versatile, relatively low cost space transportation system that is extensively used by NASA, private industry and foreign governments to launch a broad spectrum of unmanned scientific and applications satellites. Over the last thirteen years in 96 launches, Delta has established a flight demonstrated reliability record of 91 percent while concurrently undergoing twelve major upratings to keep pace with the ever increasing requirements of its users. Delta offers mission planners a wide choice in performance capability together with unprecedented mission flexibility and a quick response capability to support call-ups for spacecraft replacements or follow-on missions.
The vehicle is designed to permit the performance capability tobe configured to the specific requirements of the mission by use of either two or three stages and by adding from three to nine strap-on thrust augmentation solid propellent motors to the first stage. Mission peculiar trajectory and special spacecraft sequencing requirements are readily programmed by software changes in the Delta inertial guidance system computer which provide users broad flexibility and accommodates late changes in mission requirements. To support between 15 to 20 scheduled launches per year over the next three years, a production base and hardware inventory is established and insures a capability to support call-up missions.
Over the past thirteen years, Delta has been improved and uprated in reliability and performance through an evolutionary process of incrementally adopting available technology and flight proven components from other space programs. This approach has allowed vehicle changes without an interruption in the launch program and at the same time minimized the cost of improvements.
Since many of the newly adopted components are not an optimum design for the particular application selected, the Delta vehicle is generally heavier than need be, but is relatively inexpensive and offers a high probability of performing repeatedly and reliably from the outset of each new change. There have been twelve major incremental improvements made to Delta without a preoperational or development flight test launch; and with the single exception of the first Delta launch in 1960, there has never been a failure of the first flight of an improved vehicle. In 1969, Delta was again uprated in performance capability and also in guidance accuracy. The Delta Model 0903 series introduced the Universal Boattail Thor (UBT), with a new engine section on the first stage that is designed to accommodate attachment of up to nine (9) thrust augmentation solid motors; an uprated second stage propulsion system that incorporates the Titan Transtage engine (AJ10-118F), operating on N 2 0 4 and Aerozene 50 propellants; and a strapdown inertial guidance system that replaces both the first and second stage autopilot systems and the Western Electric Co. radio guidance system. Early this year another step in the evolutionary development of Delta was started with the initiation of a redesign of the first stage to accommodate up to nine larger thrust augmentation solid motors. The new motors, Castor IV's, provide about two and one half more total impluse than the Castor II motors currently in use. This development marks the first U. S. industry commercially funded improvement of a launch vehicle. The new vehicle, designated the Delta Model 3914 is capable of injecting up to 910 kg into a geosynchronous transfer orbit and is to be launched in late 1975. The use of the Delta Model 3914 is currently restricted to U.S. domestic communications satellite users.
Vehicle Description
The three stage Delta vehicle, Model 2914, shown in Figure 2 stands 354 meters and weighs 132,000 kilograms atlift-off. The vehicle is designed for ascent through 95% ETR and WTR upper atmosphere annual wind profiles, lift-off in 74 kilometers per hour ground winds, and hold on the launch pad for several hours in readiness for a launch window only seconds wide.
The first stage is composed of a liquid propellant core that is thrust augmented by solid propellent motors. The 2.44 meter diameter core is the UBT booster now elongated to 21. 3 meters from 18. 3 meters in order to increase the liquid propellant load to 80, 300 kilograms from 66, 700 kilograms of RP-1 and liquid oxygen. The core is powered by the Rockwell International Rocketdyne RS-27 engine that is derived from the Saturn IB H-1 engine and is now adapted to the Thor. The turbopump fed RS-27 develops 912, 000 newtons thrust at lift-off compared to the 756, 000 newtons thrust of the MB-3 Thor engine used previously. The core burns to propellant depletion about 224 seconds after lift-off (T + 224) at an altitude of about 95 kilometers. Thrust augmentation solid propellant motors attach at the base of the core on the UBT engine section structure. The UBT is structurally designed and thermally insulated to carry up to nine (9) Thiokol Castor II solid motors (TX-354-5).
Normally, the thrust augmentation motors are build-up in sets of three. Up to six motors can be ignited on the pad and the remainder no sooner than 38 seconds after lift-off in order to hold the vehicle acceleration induced loads on the propellant tank bottoms within allowable limits. The Castor II motors each develop 147,000 newtons thrust at ignition, burn for 40 seconds and are jettisoned from the core at about T + 90. This time is dictated by considerations of combined dynamic pressure angle-of-attack loadings on the jettison mechanism and a Range Safety requirement for an offshore impact of the expended motors. Jettison is effected by firing an explosive bolt holding a clamped ball-socket joint. Acceleration of the core plus aerodynamic drag on the motors eject the empty cases away from the vehicle as shown in Figure 3 . During powered flight pitch and yaw steering is exerted by gimballing the core main engine. Roll control is effected by differentially gimballing a pair of small outboard vernier engines. Subsequent to main engine shut-down the verniers continue to operate for about 6 seconds, damping shut-down transients and stabilizing the vehicle for staging of the second stage.
The guidance and control for the booster originates from the second stage. A strap-down inertial guidance system provides guidance and control for the total vehicle from lift-off through attitude orientation and ignition of the spin stabilized third stage solid propellant motor. This strap-down system is composed of a digital computer and an inertial measurement unit (IMU). The 4096 word memory computer performs the navigation, guidance, steering, controls systems stability and shaping, and initiates discretes for both first and second stages. It directs the vehicle through a pre-programmed trajectory navigating on IMU velocity data to determine present position and velocity, which it then predicts forward along a nominal trajectory to determine the final position and velocity at injection. The predicted final terminal state is compared to the desired terminal state to derive the required vehicle steering commands and engine shutdown time to reach the desired terminal injection state. All guidance functions are programmed into the vehicle computer with launch pad computer software rather than hardware adjustments. This permits maximum mission flexibility for the user.
The 2.44 meter diameter interstage section between the first and second stages isprovidedwith a spring separation assembly. Eight seconds after the first stage main engine shutdown, studs with explosive nuts that attach the two stages are fired and the second stage is spring separated from the first stage. Five seconds later the second stage engine is started.
The Delta second stage is 5.2 meters long and approximately 1.52 meters in diameter, except at the 2.44 meter diameter adapter ring that interfaces with interstage and fairing and carries the second stage umbilicals and antennas. At ignition the second stage weighs 5,440 kilograms. The TRW Inc. engine originally developed for the Apollo Lunar Excursion Module vehicle and now adapted by Delta, is a pressure fed, ablative and radiation cooled engine that develops 45,800 newtons thrust and operates for about 345 seconds on Aerozine-50 and N 2 0 4 storable propellants. The propellant tanks are cylindrical with a hemispherical internal common bulkhead between the fuel and oxidizer tank. The system is pressurized from lift-off to strengthen the structure and suppress oxidizer boiling. The engine, TR 201, is capable of multiple restarts.
During the second stage powered flight, pitch and yaw steering is provided by gimballing the engine and roll is controlled by cold nitrogen gas jets. Cold nitrogen gas jets control the vehicle in all axes during coast and provides propellant settling ullage thrust for restarting the engine. Should there be a failure in a cold gas attitude control valve, this will be sensed by DIGS and a completely redundant set of valves will be switched on-line and the set with the failure deactivated. The control system electrical power and nitrogen gas supply is capable of maintaining second stage attitude for a little over one hour. For long second stage coast periods before third stage spin-up and separation, the second stage may be reoriented with respect to the sun or the vehicle placed in a slow yawing or pitching tumble to alleviate assymetric solar heating of the spacecraft.
Peripheral second stage systems include a "C" band tracking beacon, a PDM/ PCM/FM/FM 45 x 20 "S" band telemetry system, dual command destruct receivers and associated power supplies.
On several Delta missions where the second stage was orbited and the vehicle performance exceeded the requirements of the primary mission, the second stage has been used as a platform for placing secondary satellites into orbit. Table 1 summarizes the secondary satellites that have been carried on the Table 1 Delta Secondary Experiments/Satellites Delta second stage and ejected into orbit after either the primary spacecraft or the third stage with the primary spacecraft had been separated from the second stage. Included also in Table 1 are the secondary experiments and satellites currently under active consideration for piggyback flights on Delta. With the introduction of the new 2.44 meter diameter fairing and attendant structural modifications to the second stage to interface with the fairing and interstage, a substantially greater volume is now available to accommodate secondary spacecraft or experiments as shown in Figure 4 .
Secondary experiments or satellites can either remain on-board the second stage or be ejected. Support and separation systems have been qualified and flight proven for ejecting satellites. For experiments that remain on-board, an orbiting Delta second stage secondary experiment has demonstrated the feasibility of providing on-board experiments with power, data and command RF links, passive thermal control and earth-oriented attitude pointing for long duration.
The third stage assembly consists of a spin conical third stage motor pedestal truss that is divided into four petals, hinged at the base and clamped to the equator of the third stage motor by a retaining strap. The retaining strap is held in tension by two explosive bolts that are fired two seconds after the motor and spacecraft are spun up and the 40 second time delay squib that ignites the TE-364-4 motor is started. The released petals fly outward under centrifugal force, releasing the third stage from the spin table (Figure 3 ). At the same instant the second stage is backed away from the free spinning third stage by venting residual pressurance (helium) overboard through two retrojets. Approximately 38 seconds later the third stage motor is ignited by the time delay squib. The TE-364-4 motor is essentially identical to the -3 model except that a 14 inch cylindrical section is added between the two hemispherical halves of the case. The propellant weight is increased to 1045 kilograms from 653 kilograms, it burns for 44 seconds and develops an average thrust of 66,700 newtons. For those spacecraft that require spin stabilization but the mission does not require use of a third stage, a spacecraft can be spun either by use of the spin table or by placing the combined second stage/spacecraft in a controlled spin with the second stage roll attitude control jets. This technique, which has been used on a number of missions, eliminates the spin table for spacecraft requiring spin rates up to 20 rpm.
The spacecraft is clamped to the attach fitting by a circular retaining strap assembly that releases by firing two explosive bolt cutters subsequent to third stage motor burn-out. Separation from the expended third stage is then effected by a separation spring, or springs, which provides the spacecraft with a relative separation velocity of 2.0 to 2.5 meters per second with respect to the expended third stage motor. Although peculiar spacecraft requirements may dictate the design of a special spacecraft attach fitting, a number of standard Delta fittings are available. These are shown in Figure 6 . These fittings use either a small rocket or yo weight system to tumble the expended third stage motor after spacecraft separation to preclude possible motor outgassing from accelerating it into the spacecraft. Also available is a yo-yo weight despin system which can despin the third stage and spacecraft combination prior to spacecraft separation. Attach fittings include timer assemblies, battery and delay squib switches. The timers are initiated by the second stage computer and run on mechanical energy until reaching a predetermined time to fire the spacecraft separation clampband bolt cutters and a pair of squib switches. Two seconds later the squib switches initiate a small rocket or yo weight to tumble the expended third stage motor.
For users requiring real time third stage motor performance, environmental or velocity increment information an "S" band telemetry system and a "C" band tracking beacon are developed and flight proven. These are carried on either the spacecraft attach fitting or on the third stage motor.
The new 2.44 meter diameter spacecraft fairing is aluminum and constructed in two half-shells that are brought up around the spacecraft laterally. A contamination-free thrusting joint between the fairing halves is used to thrust the two shells laterally and clear of the spacecraft and vehicle (Figure 3 ). Normally, the fairing is jettisoned within 15 to 30 seconds after second stage engine start. Fairing jettison time is dictated by the free molecular heating rate that can be tolerated by the spacecraft. Normally, the heating rate is held below 1,135 watts per square meter or about equivalent to the solar heating rate to the spacecraft. Aerodynamic heating of the fairing is controlled, if required for the spacecraft, by application of ablative materials to the external surface of the fairing.
Access ports through the fairing and R. F. transparent windows are provided at the locations that meet the needs of the vehicle user. The available fairing internal envelope is shown in Figure 7 .
Flight Sequence and Performance
The Delta flight profile and sequence of events for a three stage geosynchronous transfer mission having a perigee altitude of 185 kilometers, an apogee altitude of 35,790 kilometers and an inclination of 28.7 degrees is shown in Figure 8 . The vehicle is launched from ETR on an azimuth of 95 degrees. The third stage assembly is placed into a 167 by 260 kilometer parking orbit with the booster and first burn of second stage. The second stage and third stage assembly then coast to a point just short of the Equator where the second stage is reburned and then the third stage is spun-up, separated, and ignited. The third stage burns out directly over the Equator at an altitude of 185 kilometers, an inertial flight path angle of zero degrees, and with sufficient velocity to coast the spacecraft to an altitude of 35, 790 kilometers on the opposite side of the Earth so that the line of apsides lies in the equatorial plane to permit the spacecraft apogee motor to rotate the transfer orbital plane into the equatorial plane as part of the circularization maneuver. (2) designates the extended long tank UBT with the new RS-27 engine; the second digit (3, 6 or 9) designates the number of Castor II thrust augmentation solid motors used; the third digit (1) that the second stage incorporates the TR-201 engine, N 2 0 4 /Aerozine 50 propellants, DIGS, and the new 2.44 meter diameter metal fairing; and the fourth digit (0 or 4) that no (0) third stage is used or the TE-364-4 (4) third stage solid motor is used.
The injection accuracy of Delta is strongly dependent on whether the vehicle is two or three stages and on the trajectory profile. The orbital accuracy achieved Table 3 . The difference between the predicted and achieved orbital parameters are compared with the predicted three sigma (3a) deviations in orbital parameters. The two stage missions are inertially guided and controlled up through injection. For three stage missions, inertial guidance and control is maintained up until the unguided, spin-stabilized third stage is separated from the second stage. Nearly two thirds of the errors in injection velocity and attitude on a three stage mission are caused by dispersions in the motor total impulse and lateral tip-off impulses applied during separation from the second stage and at motor ignition. 
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Though the three stage dispersions are moderately large, it should be remembered that typically this class of missions, for example, the synchronous communications satellites, carry a propulsion system for velocity adjustment or station keeping and hence the penalty paid in additional propellant to trim out injection errors is quite small. The environment imposed on the spacecraft by the vehicle is estimated from previous flight measurements. A summary of the expected environment for both the two and three stage Delta vehicle is provided in Table 4 for use in preliminary studies by spacecraft mission planners.
At liftoff the spacecraft is subjected to both lateral and longitudinal sinusoidal vibration that load the spacecraft structure dynamically. At the time the three stage Delta lifts off the launch pins and the umbilicals are simultaneously retractec, a 455 kilogram spacecraft can experience a maximum of +1. 5 g, zeroto-peak (0-P), in the vehicle lateral modal frequencies, the most significant of which are below 35 Hz. Superimposed at this time is a ±1.5 g (0-P) longitudinal oscillation. These combined liftoff oscillations typically last for two to five seconds with the peak acceleration lasting one to two cycles. During the last twenty seconds of first stage flight, the Thor exhibits a 20 Hz "pogo" longitudinal oscillation that builds up to 4.5 g (0-P). For conservatism it is assumed here that the Delta booster with the RS-27 engine will exhibit the same phenomenon and oscillatory acceleration levels. The maximum first stage steady state acceleration of 8.5 g's is the highest imposed by the two stage Delta. For three stage Delta, the maximum steady state acceleration is dictated by the TE-364-4 third stage and reaches 21.5 g's for a 225 kilogram spacecraft; or 9.5g's for a 680 kilogram spacecraft.
Random vibration measured at the third stage attach fitting and spacecraft show power spectrum densities that range from 20 Hz to 2000 Hz in both lateral and longitudinal axes. The principal source of random vibration is acoustic excitation with secondary levels caused by boundary layer turbulence over the fairing and the second stage that excites the structure and feeds up through the third stage assembly to the base of the spacecraft.
At liftoff and transonic the overall acoustical level inside the fairing is approximately 145 db (referenced to 0.0002 dynes/cm 2 ) from 37.5 to 9600 Hz. These levels are present for about 5 seconds at liftoff and are about 6 db down for 10 seconds at transonic.
Shocks occur at main engine start, thrust augmentation solid motors ignition and jettison, staging, fairing jettison, and spacecraft separation from the expended third stage. For three stage Delta, cutting the bolts to separate the spacecraft from the expended third stage imposes the most severe shock spectrum on the spacecraft. The third stage motor and spin table assembly act to absorb the high frequency excitation from other sources. Cutting the separation bolts results in an estimated shock spectrum equivalent to one-third millisecond, 1400 g terminal peak saw tooth input. 
Cost
The projected recurring cost for a Delta Model 2914 reimbursable launch in 1974-75 from ETR is about $9 million dollars. This cost includes all hardware for the three stage mission; the mission peculiarization and configuration of the hardware; spacecraft integration to the vehicle; sustaining engineering for the analytical programs used to develop a mission trajectory; the checkout of the vehicle in the production area and at the launch site; the NASA Delta Project management and engineering support at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and Kennedy Space Center (KSC); a pro rata share of ongoing vehicle reliability, support equipment and facility improvements; NASA global tracking and data acquisition support; Air Force launch range support and contract administration and a pro rata share of the depreciation and rental of the facilities and support equipment and tools. The breakdown of these costs shown in Table 5 are based on actual or estimated expenses billed to outside agency users such as ESSA, Comsat, Telesat and ESRO for reimbursement to NASA and a projection of these costs into the 1974 time frame when the Delta Model 2914 series shall be operational. Actual charges for any given mission will, of course, vary to reflect the specific mission requirements.
For launches conducted for outside government agencies and private industry, identifiable launch service charges are segregated and charged directly against the mission. Indirect or cost not identifiable to a peculiar mission are prorated normally over the duration of a launch services contract or a number of Delta launches and allocated accordingly.
In addition to the recurring costs shown in Table 5 is a one time, first of a mission series, nonrecurring cost that historically has averaged about $300,000 for the initial mission analyses, spacecraft/vehicle interface drawings, spacecraft blockhouse wiring drawings, spacecraft fairing thermal analyses and development of the mission trajectory.
ORGANIZATION AND INTERFACES
Delta users interface organizationally with three elements within NASA. This is best illustrated by the relationship that existed between Telesat Canada and the NASA Delta Project on the Delta 92 launch as is shown in Figure 11 .
Agreement between NASA and a foreign space organization for a launch and associated services is established at NASA Headquarters level. This is normally done with a Memorandum of Understanding outlining the principles under which such arrangements are to be made, followed by a specific contract for each 
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------------I Figure 11 . Delta Organization and Interfaces mission. The agreed-to policies and fiscal arrangements are then passed through the NASA Office of Space Science, Delta Programs Office to the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Delta Project Office for implementation. The Delta Project Office is vested with the authority and responsibility for carrying out all aspects of a Delta vehicle mission. The Delta Project works directly with the Spacecraft Project to develop and define the spacecraft/vehicle mission requirements, integrate the spacecraft to the vehicle, establish schedules, and determine the final flight readiness of the vehicle. The Delta Project contracts with and directs a single industrial contractor, MVDAC, for vehicle hardware, mission analysis, and launch support services. Direction of the launch support services furnished by MDAC at the launch site is delegated to the NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC). The KSC Delta Operations Team works directly with the Spacecraft Project at the launch site to insure required Range and contractor services are provided and to coordinate the launch site vehicle and spacecraft activities.
This simple organizational structure with short and direct authority and communications lines is a significant factor in the flexibility and responsiveness Delta provides its users.
To request a Delta launch from NASA, the organization seeking launch services should first contact the Delta Project, Code 470, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 to establish an informal meeting with the program and technical representatives of Delta. At this meeting, the organization seeking launch services would advise NASA of the preliminary design details of the spacecraft and of the mission requirements. NASA in turn would advise the organization of those services it believes can be provided or are required to meet the desired mission objectives and launch schedule. Also, at this time NASA will provide preliminary cost estimates and copies of a typical launch services contract. This informal exchange then would be followed by a formal request addressed to the NASA Administrator (Dr. James C. Fletcher) by the head of the organization requesting the launch services. The letter would describe the launch services required, the Delta vehicle model needed, the desired launch date, by month or quarter within a calendar year and a brief description of the type spacecraft to be launched and its purpose.
In response to the request for launch services, the NASA Administrator will confirm that NASA is prepared to provide the launch services required or if the desired launch schedule cannot be fully met, an indication of the schedule NASA can guarantee, or would attempt to meet on a best-effort basis. These commitments will be embodied in a Memorandum of Understanding between NASA and the organization seeking launch services which will be consummated before negotiations of the launch services contract underway. In addition, NASA will request that, pending satisfactory conclusion of the launch services contract agreement, NASA be authorized to incur costs toward the launch and an immediate initial payment of $100,000 be made to cover costs of preliminary mission studies. Further, if the desired first launch date is less than two years in the future from the date of the Administrator's letter then the initial payment requested will be the amount to bring the progress payment into phase with the payment schedule that is based on a 24monthleadtimeperiod as specified in Table  6 . The Administrator's letter will also identify the NASA office to which the initial payment is to be forwarded and the NASA representatives who will be points of contact for technical and contractual matters. Upon receipt by NASA of official notification that the conditions stated in the Administrator's letter are acceptable and that initial payment will be promptly made, contract negotiations will commence as soon as is practical; however, the official exchange of letters that constitute a Memorandum of Understanding provides sufficient legal basis for NASA to proceed with the preliminary phases of the launch program.
The Delta Progress Payment Schedule in Table 6 is designed to conform with the approximate rate of expenditures incurred during the 24-month period prior to a launch date. It is a typical schedule which past experience has shown to be practical. However, it is not totally fixed and some variation is possible. For example, it could be arranged for a launch customer to start progress payments 36 or 30 months before launch, instead of 24 months, with appropriate adjustments to the number and size of progress payments. Within the period leading up to 12 months before launch, however, approximately 60 percent of total costs must be paid to offset vehicle manufacture costs.
Reimbursable launch contracts ordinarily provide for readying of a second vehicle to launch a back-up satellite if required. Normally, however, such backup launchings are not required.
Availability of a back-up launch vehicle is guaranteed when provided for in the launch contract, in which case the requesting agency would also be expected to make progress payments on the second vehicle, usually being readied six months behind the original vehicle. If the first launch is successful and no back-up launch is desired, virtually all progress payments made on the second vehicle would be refundable, provided that there exists at that time an alternative mission for the vehicle, and except to the extent that mission peculiar modifications may already have been made to the vehicle before the back-up launch is cancelled. If such modifications, which normally are begun about six months before launch, have been made, the requesting agency is then liable for the costs of returning the vehicle to the standard production configuration.
If no provision is made for a back-up vehicle in the launch contract, and a backup launch becomes necessary due to failure of the initial mission, the customer agency may at that time request NASA to determine if another launch vehicle could be made available during the time period desired. If such a vehicle were available, the requesting agency would be expected to make an immediate progress payment in an amount sufficient to bring its payment into phase with the normal 24 months lead time preceding a launch. If no such vehicle is available, 6 10 3 10 0 5* then NASA would not normally be able to provide a back-up launching within a shorter time than the 24 months usually required for preparation of a new vehicle.
If a back-up vehicle is contracted for and not required and an alternative mission exists for it, NASA would refund the progress payments (less any costs incurred to return the vehicle to the standard configuration if it had already been modified) and the vehicle in question would come under NASA control for disposition. It would not be possible for the customer agency to determine the disposition of an unused back-up vehicle. Storage and disposition of an unused back-up spacecraft would, of course, remain the responsibility of the customer agency.
SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION AND LAUNCH OPERATION
Delta vehicle interface constraints together with performance and accuracy estimates are provided to potential vehicle users as soon as the concept of the mission is outlined to the NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center Delta Project Office. The Delta Project welcomes and encourages early definition of prospective missions by potential users. In some instances, mission definition and integration planning has preceded actual mission commitment by two and three years. Experience has demonstrated that this advance and continuous coordination between the user and the Delta Project during the period of developing mission requirements, enhances the visibility of both parties and reveals problem areas before final definition of the spacecraft/vehicle interface and trajectory parameters. In general, spacecraft/vehicle planning for new missions follow the pattern and time frame outlined in Figure 12 and This drawing is primarily to show all clearances between the spacecraft and fairing, attach fitting, and third stage motor and locate the orientation of such features as umbilical connectors, access ports through the fairing, and any special interface wiring between the attach fitting and spacecraft. A Spacecraft Handling Plan is jointly developed and finalized about T-8 weeks and describes all hazardous systems, spacecraft test procedures, and details pre-launch work schedules. Typically the spacecraft arrives at the launch-site two weeks before launch (T-2), is built up on the third stage motor assembly and mated to the vehicle on the pad one week before launch for RFI testing with the vehicle and Range RF systems. Final weights are inputed to trim the final trajectory parameters in the inertial guidance computer the week of launch.
For three stage missions the spacecraft must be statically and dynamically balanced prior to receipt at the launch site. The allowable spacecraft center-ofgravity offset and principle axis misalignment is 0. 050 inches and 0. 003 radians, respectively. For missions where injection attitude is extremely critical for mission success, a third stage assembly composite spin balance canbe conducted.
The Delta Project conducts launches from both ETR and WTR. Prograde missions with orbital inclinations of 30 degrees or less are normally launched from ETR and near-polar or retro-grade missions from WTR, though near polar missions have been launched from ETR.
Facilities for the Spacecraft Project use at the launch site include spacecraft assembly and checkout laboratories, telemetry, fabrication and cryogenic laboratories, clean rooms, shops, storage, and offices.
The first and second stage mission modifications to the vehicle are made in the contractor production area. The first and second stages are delivered directly to the launch pad, erected, and again undergo systems testing. The thrust augmentation solid motors and third stage solid motors are stored and prepared at the launch site. The thrust augmentation solid motors are mated to the first stage on the launch pad about three weeks before launch. The third stage motor is built up on the spin table and the spacecraft mated with the assembly at about T-2 weeks. The spacecraft/third stage assembly is transported in an environmentally controlled canister to an environmental room on top of the mobile service tower around the vehicle and there the assembly is mated to the vehicle. While the spacecraft is mated to the vehicle, spacecraft and vehicle checkout and testing is interspersed whenever possible to accommodate the spacecraft requirements.
On pad checkout of the vehicle culminates in a pre-countdown simulated flight without propellant on-board, wherein all systems of the vehicle are exercised as they are during the mission. The simulated flight test takes place one week beforelaunch and is followed by final preparation of the vehicle for launch and then a three day countdown to lift-off. If necessary, complete access to the spacecraft can be provided up to four hours prior to liftoff, though normally the fairing is installed about 12 to 16 hours prior to launch. Provisions to continuously power arcd monitor the spacecraft from the blockhouse are provided through the vehicle wiringo While the spacecraft is on the vehicle, thermally and hermetically conditioned, filtered air is provided to the spacecraft right up to lift-off.
Launches off the same pad at ETR have been conducted at two week intervals, though four weeks is the normal operation. For follow-on spacecraft in a mission series a called-up launch can be made on 120 days notice at no increase in launch costs provided it is an identical mission, the mission peculiar hardware (attach fitting, etc.) have been provisioned and the launch does not impact another scheduled mission. Call-.up time may be reduced to 60 days at a cost of about $200,000 for factory and launch checkout overtime or to 30 days, provided the vehicle has been previously configured for the mission and completed factory checkout in anticipation of call-up. The 30 day option however, requires commitment of about $300,000 of non-recoverable funds if call-up is not exercised.
Based on 12 years of experience at ETR, the probability of launching in a window 15 seconds wide on a given day is about 70 percent. The probability for a thirty minute launch window, typical for most missions, is about 90 percent. Recently, when spacecraft development delays impacted a number of Delta launches of lower priority and a call-up launch option was suddenly exercised, the Delta Project launched three spacecraft at one-week intervals to relieve a congestion of six spacecraft awaiting launch. Normally, however, the scheduled launch date desired by the Spacecraft Project can be met.
